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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
SEVENTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN
AND FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
CASE NO. 12-034123 (07)
P&S ASSOCIATES, GENERAL PARTNERSHIP,
a Florida limited partnership; and S&P
ASSOCIATES, GENERAL PARTNERSHIP, a
Florida limited partnership, PHILIP VON KAHLE
as Conservator of P&S ASSOCIATES, GENERAL
PARTNERSHIP, a Florida limited partnership, and
S&P ASSOCIATES, GENERAL PARTNERSHIP,
a Florida limited partnership
Plaintiffs,
v.
MICHAEL D. SULLIVAN, an individual,
STEVEN JACOB, an individual, MICHAEL D.
SULLIVAN & ASSOCIATES, INC., a Florida
corporation, STEVEN F. JACOB, CPA &
ASSOCIATES, INC., a Florida corporation,
FRANK AVELLINO, an individual, and
MICHAEL BIENES, an individual,
Defendants.
______________________________________________/
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT
Plaintiffs S&P ASSOCIATES, GENERAL PARTNERSHIP, P&S ASSOCIATES,
GENERAL PARTNERSHIP (“P&S”), and S&P ASSOCIATES, GENERAL PARTNERSHIP
(“S&P”), and Philip Von Kahle as CONSERVATOR of S&P and P&S (“Conservator”) by and
through their undersigned attorneys, sue Defendants, MICHAEL D. SULLIVAN, an individual,
STEVEN JACOB, an individual, MICHAEL D. SULLIVAN & ASSOCIATES, INC., a Florida
corporation, STEVEN F. JACOB, CPA & ASSOCIATES, INC., a Florida corporation, FRANK
AVELLINO, an individual, and MICHAEL BIENES, an individual, and allege as follows:
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1.

This is an action seeking damages as a result of various breaches by the

Defendants during their participation in the management of tens of millions of dollars of the
assets of two Florida based general partnerships: P&S and S&P (collectively, the
“Partnerships”).
PARTIES AND VENUE
2.

P&S and S&P are General Partnerships. As General Partnerships, each Partner

has a right to manage the affairs of the Partnerships, including the right to sue in Court, either on
their own behalf or on behalf of the Partnerships.
3.

Philip Von Kahle is currently the Conservator of the Partnerships.

4.

Defendant Michael D. Sullivan (“Sullivan”) is the former Managing General

Partner of the Partnerships and is an individual who resides in Broward County, Florida.
5.

Defendant Michael D. Sullivan & Associates, Inc., is a Florida corporation,

resident in Broward County, Florida.
6.

Defendant Frank J. Avellino (“Avellino”) is an individual who resides in Palm

Beach County, Florida.
7.

Defendant Michael Bienes (“Bienes”) is an individual who resides in Broward

County, Florida.
8.

Defendant Steven Jacob (“Jacob”) is an individual who resides in Broward

County, Florida.
9.

Defendant Steven F. Jacob, CPA & Associates, Inc. (“Steven F. Jacob, CPA”) is a

Florida corporation, resident in Broward County, Florida. Upon information and belief, Steven
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F. Jacob, CPA is an accounting firm that was charged with conducting certain accounting and
bookkeeping functions for the Partnerships as well as entities related to the Partnerships.
10.

Venue is proper before this Court pursuant to Florida Statute § 47.011 because

that is where the causes of action accrued, the entities into which the parties’ invested reside, and
this action arises from events which occurred or were due to occur in Broward County, Florida.
BACKGROUND: AVELLINO’S AND BIENES’S CONNECTION TO MADOFF
11.

Upon information and belief, in about 1960, Bernard L. Madoff (“Madoff”) began

operating a brokerage firm called Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities, LLC (“BLMIS”).
Madoff operated this brokerage firm from the offices of his father in law Saul Alpern’s
accounting firm, where Avellino worked as an accountant. Alpern encouraged people to invest
in Madoff’s brokerage firm, even after Madoff moved out of his father in law’s offices.
12.

Upon information and belief, Avellino worked with Alpern to provide capital to

Madoff for investment in securities. Alpern and Avellino operated a feeder fund that pooled
money from their customers for investment with BLMIS to profit from the investment of other
people’s money as well as their own. This feeder fund was called Alpern & Avellino (which
also operated as an accounting firm). In the early 1970’s, Bienes became a partner of Alpern &
Avellino, and after Alpern retired in 1974, the firm was renamed to Avellino & Bienes (“A&B”).
13.

Over many years, Avellino and Bienes operated A&B as partners and continued

to pool money from their customers for investment with BLMIS in order to profit from the
investment of other people’s money as well as their own. In this way, Avellino and Bienes
raised hundreds of millions of dollars of funds for investment with BLMIS and made millions of
dollars as profits.
3
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14.

However, in 1992 the SEC commenced an inquiry into A&B, Avellino, Bienes,

and associates who cooperated with them to pool money for investment into Madoff. The
complaint filed by the SEC alleged that from 1962 to July 1992, A&B, Avellino, and Bienes sold
unregistered securities to the public and that from 1982 to the present, Avellino and Bienes aided
and abetted A&B in operating as unregistered investment company. The SEC’s complaint
alleged that A&B, Avellino, and Bienes accepted funds from customers and guaranteed those
customers interest rates ranging from 13.5% to 20%.

That money was invested with one

unnamed broker dealer – which, upon information and belief, was later identified as Madoff.
15.

On November 18, 1992, the Honorable Kenneth Conboy, District Judge for the

Southern District of New York, entered an Order of Preliminary Injunction and Other Equitable
Relief on Consent (the “Order”) against A&B, Avellino, and Bienes preliminarily enjoining
A&B from violating the securities registration provisions of the Securities Act of 1933 and the
investment company registration provisions of the Investment company Act. The Order also
enjoined Avellino and Bienes from violating the securities registration provisions of the
Securities Act and aiding and abetting violations of the investment company registration
provisions of the Investment Company Act. In addition, the Order appointed a Trustee to
liquidate A&B by making a complete redemption of notes issued by A&B and to conduct an
audit of A&B’s financial statements.
16.

On June 4, 1993, Avellino and Bienes consented to the Terms of a Final Judgment

of Permanent Injunction and Other Equitable Relief, which was filed on September 7, 1993 (the
“Final Judgment”). The Final Judgment ordered that Avellino and Bienes be permanently
enjoined from selling any securities without a registration statement, making offers to sell or buy
4
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securities without a registration statement, and acting as an investment company in violation of
the Investment Company Act of 1940.
17.

Upon information and belief, and despite the Order and the Final Judgment,

Avellino and Bienes sought out individuals to serve as front men for them to continue raising
capital to invest in Madoff.
P&S AND S&P ARE CREATED TO BENEFIT AVELLINO AND BIENES
18.

Avellino and Bienes both own property in Florida and established offices in South

Florida for entities which they controlled. Since 1996, those offices were on the same floor as
offices of Michael Sullivan (“Sullivan”) and Greg Powell (“Powell”).1
19.

With Powell, Sullivan formed Solutions in Tax, Inc. d/b/a Sullivan & Powell, an

accounting practice.
20.

Upon information and belief, Avellino and Bienes formed a relationship with

Sullivan and Powell in an effort to find new avenues to profit from Madoff’s Ponzi scheme and
to avoid the prohibitions established by the SEC’s action against them.

However, upon

information and belief, Sullivan and Powell were never informed of Avellino’s and Bienes’s
history of SEC violations.
21.

Upon information and belief, Avellino and Bienes knew that they could utilize

Sullivan as a front man as part of their scheme because Sullivan’s late wife was the victim of a
highly publicized bank robbery in 1982 that left Sullivan vulnerable and susceptible to the
influence of others. Further, Avellino attended Christ Church of Fort Lauderdale where Sullivan
was a fellow member of the congregation.
1

Powell is deceased.
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22.

Upon information and belief, Avellino and/or Bienes presented Sullivan with the

idea that he should administer a fund that would invest the monies of others. One of the
motivations for Avellino and Bienes presenting this idea to Sullivan was to provide them with
another opportunity to earn money through investments with Madoff. The proximity of the
offices of Avellino and Bienes to the offices of Sullivan and Powell allowed them to exert
control over that opportunity.
23.

In 1992, Sullivan and Powell formed the entity that would later become P&S and

S&P to serve as an investment vehicle. A true and correct copy of the partnership agreement of
S&P Associates, General Partnership is attached hereto as Exhibit A. A true and correct copy of
the partnership agreement of P&S Associates, General Partnership is attached hereto as Exhibit
B.2 The purpose of each Partnership was to invest funds.
24.

The Partnerships’ investments were to be overseen by Sullivan and Powell as the

Managing General Partners of the Partnership (the “former Managing General Partners”).
Additionally, the former Managing General Partners were to oversee the withdrawal and
distribution of funds from the Partnerships to their partners in accordance with the Partnership
Agreements.
25.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, Avellino and Bienes advised the

Partnerships, through Sullivan, to invest their funds with BLMIS. Avellino and Bienes used the
Partnerships, through Sullivan, as a front man for Avellino and Bienes continuing to invest

2

Each Partnership Agreement is identical all material respects to the other with the exception of
the name of the applicable partnership entity.
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money with Madoff, to operate as investment advisors in contravention of the SEC’s action
against them, and to place former investors of A&B and other investors with BLMIS.
26.

The Partnerships, through Sullivan, relied on Avellino and Bienes’ advice to

invest with BLMIS because they trusted Avellino and Bienes.

Upon information and belief,

Avellino and Bienes knew of that trust and voluntarily accepted it.
27.

Based on Avellino’s and Bienes’s advice to invest in BLMIS, the Partnerships

invested millions of dollars of their funds solely with BLMIS. Upon information and belief,
Sullivan and the Partnerships did not have the ability to invest with BLMIS prior to Sullivan
meeting Avellino and/or Bienes, and Sullivan and the Partnerships would not have been able to
invest with BLMIS without Avellino and Bienes providing them with access. Upon information
and belief, Sullivan did not have any investments with Madoff before Avellino and/or Bienes
provided access.
28.

The Partnerships, through Sullivan, justifiably relied on Avellino and Bienes’s

advice in investing with BLMIS because Avellino and Bienes acted as investment advisers for
Sullivan and the Partnerships and because Avellino and Bienes reposed a confidence in Sullivan
and the Partnerships and Sullivan and the Partnerships trusted Avellino and Bienes. In addition
to Sullivan’s relationship with Avellino at church, the Partnerships shared the floor of an office
building with Avellino and Bienes, Sullivan performed work for Avellino and Bienes, and, upon
information and belief, Avellino and Bienes told Sullivan that they would bring their former
clients from A&B to the Partnerships if the Partnerships would invest their funds in BLMIS. On
at least one occasion, Avellino accompanied Sullivan and Powell to private meetings with the
Partnerships’ accountants.
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29.

In actuality, BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Madoff.

Upon

information and belief, in advising the Partnerships and Sullivan to invest the Partnerships’ funds
with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes failed to disclose to the Partnerships that BLMIS was a Ponzi
scheme, which was a material omission of fact, and Avellino and Bienes knew or should have
known that BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme because:
(a)

Avellino was familiar with Madoff’s and BLMIS’s operations since at

least the 1960s and Bienes was familiar with Madoff’s operations since at least the 1970s;
(b)

A&B invested its money exclusively with Madoff;

(c)

Up until 2008, Avellino and Bienes never experienced a loss related to

investments with Madoff and BLMIS;
(d)

Madoff and BLMIS did not allow performance audits or allow detailed

information about its trading strategy;
(e)

Madoff and BLMIS avoided filing disclosures of its holdings with the

(f)

As part of the 1992 SEC enforcement action against Avellino and Bienes,

SEC;

the accounting firm that was to audit A&B was unable to audit its financial statements and
uncovered additional red flags, such as Avellino & Bienes’ failure to produce financial
statements or have the records one would have expected from such a large operation;
(g)

BLMIS was allegedly audited by a two person accounting firm, Friehling

& Horowitz, however that firm that never actually conducted an independent audit of BLMIS;
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(h)

Upon information and belief, Avellino, Bienes, and Madoff mislead the

SEC by providing false documents during the 1992 investigation into Avellino and Bienes and
A&B;
(i)

Ira Sorkin, one time counsel for Avellino & Bienes, admitted later in an

April 21, 1993 hearing on an objection to Price Waterhouse’s fees in auditing the books of A&B,
that Price Waterhouse “were auditing phantom books.”
30.

As a result of Avellino’s and Bienes’s failure to disclose to the Partnerships that

BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Madoff, the Partnerships invested $64,159,537.95
(S&P invested $41,405,266.53 and P&S invested $22,754,271.42) with BLMIS, and S&P lost
$10,131,036.00 that was invested with BLMIS and P&S lost $2,406,624.65 that was invested
with BLMIS as a result of BLMIS being a Ponzi scheme. Avellino and Bienes provided
investment advice to the Partnerships without them being registered as investment advisors in the
state of Florida, and contrary to the injunction entered against them as a result of the SEC’s
investigation in 1992.
SULLIVAN PAYS KICKBACKS TO THE DEFENDANTS
31.

Avellino, Bienes, and Sullivan reached an agreement whereby Avellino and

Bienes would receive monies in connection with individuals and/or entities who Avellino and/or
Bienes caused to invest in one or both of the Partnerships.
32.

In return for monies that ultimately came from the Partnerships’ coffers, Avellino

and Bienes solicited, advised, and/or otherwise caused individuals and/or entities to invest in the
Partnerships. Numerous individuals who invested in the Partnerships were previously invested
in Madoff/BLMIS through A&B and were looking for new investments for their money after
9
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A&B was liquidated by the SEC. Avellino and Bienes advised these individuals to invest in the
Partnerships without any reasonable belief as to the Partnerships’ suitability as an investment
(given that they were invested in BLMIS), without them being registered investment advisors,
and without them disclosing in writing that they were receiving monies in exchange for obtaining
investors for the Partnerships.
33.

Avellino and Bienes were not the only ones who received money as a result of

causing individuals and/or entities to invest in the Partnerships. Defendant Jacob reached a
similar arrangement with Sullivan. Defendant Jacob sought out and brought general partners
into one or both of the Partnerships as investors in exchange for payments. Many of those
investors were fellow parishioners of church or affiliated religious organizations. Like the
solicitations by Avellino and Bienes, the solicitations by Jacob were made by them without any
reasonable belief as to the advisability of investing in the Partnerships and without disclosing in
writing that they were receiving monies exchange for obtaining investors for the Partnerships.
34.

Upon information and belief, as a function of obtaining investors for the

Partnerships, Avellino, Bienes, and Jacob were active in the management of the Partnerships
themselves because they received intake information from individuals who sought to invest in
the Partnerships; received checks from prospective investors; distributed the Partnership
Agreements to prospective investors; and/or ensured that Sullivan, through the Partnerships or
entities that he exclusively controlled, made distributions to Avellino, Bienes, Jacob, and others
that were in violation of the Partnership Agreements. Additionally, as further evidence of
Avellino’s involvement in the management of the Partnerships, upon information and belief,
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Avellino’s son, Thomas Avellino, was involved in the creation and use of certain electronic
records that were used by the Partnerships.
THE KICKBACKS RECEIVED BY DEFENDANTS
35.

In sum, S&P received approximately $50 million in investments from general

partner investors. P&S received approximately $27 million in investments from general partner
investors.
36.

Avellino, Bienes, Jacob, and other individuals, collectively received over $9

million dollars in kickbacks disguised as commissions, management fees, gifts, and/or
“charitable contributions” (the “Kickbacks”) in return for soliciting investors for one or both of
the Partnerships, which were contrary to Sullivan’s obligations and responsibilities under the
Partnership Agreements. The Kickbacks were made to Avellino, Bienes, Jacob, and others
through Sullivan causing the Partnerships to transfer funds to them or as a result of Sullivan
causing the Partnerships to make payments to Sullivan & Powell Solutions in Tax and/or
Michael D. Sullivan & Associates, which in turn effectuated further disbursements:
(a)

Through entities controlled by Avellino, Avellino received $307,790.84 in

Kickbacks (the “Avellino Kickbacks”) from the Partnerships through an entity, Michael D.
Sullivan & Assoc., controlled by Sullivan.
(b)

Through entities controlled by Bienes, Bienes received $357,790.84 in

Kickbacks (the “Bienes Kickbacks”) from the Partnerships through an entity, Michael D.
Sullivan & Assoc., controlled by Sullivan.
(c)

Jacob received $853,338.72 in Kickbacks (the “Jacob Kickbacks”) from

the Partnerships through entities Michael D. Sullivan & Assoc. and Guardian Angel Trust, LLC.
11
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37.

As part of his defalcations Sullivan transferred millions of dollars of Partnership

funds to entities controlled by him. Defendant Sullivan & Powell/Solutions in Tax received
$2,644,996.29 from S&P and $686,626.97 from P&S in Kickbacks (the “Sullivan Kickbacks”).
Likewise, Defendant Michael D. Sullivan & Associates received $3,734,106.41 from S&P and
$1,747,025.92 from P&S in Kickbacks (the “Sullivan & Associates Kickbacks”). Additionally,
Sullivan maintained other investment funds, including SPJ Investments, Ltd., and JS&P
Associates, General Partnership. Steve Jacobs, with the knowledge and assistance of Sullivan,
managed Guardian Angel Trust, LLC, SPJ Investments, Ltd., and JS&P Associates, General
Partnership. For some unknown reason, these entities held millions of dollars of Partnership
assets and filed separate tax returns.
38.

Sullivan and the other individuals that received the Kickbacks knew or should

have known that the Kickbacks and distributions to themselves and others were improper
because they were made without any correlation to the Partnership Agreements. However, they
did nothing to prevent the distributions from being made, and worked with Sullivan to obtain
additional Kickbacks based on their solicitation of new investors in one or both of the
Partnerships.
39.

If the Kickback Defendants3 disclosed their receipt of the Kickbacks to the

individuals who invested in the Partnerships, such a disclosure would have mitigated against, or
prevented the damages incurred by the Partnerships.

3

For purposes of brevity, Defendants Avellino, Bienes, Jacob, Sullivan & Powell,
Solutions in Tax, Michael D. Sullivan & Associates, and Sullivan have collectively been referred
to as the “Kickback Defendants.”
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40.

Additionally, the Kickback Defendants’ disclosure of the Kickbacks, or a

reasonable investigation into the Partnerships’ financial affairs would have prevented, or at a
minimum, mitigated, the damages the Partnerships incurred.
41.

Beginning at least as early as 2003 for P&S and as at least as early as 2002 for

S&P, a significant portion of the Kickbacks that the Kickback Defendants received came from
the capital contributions of other partners in S&P and/or P&S, and not any profits of the
Partnerships.
42.

Capital withdrawals (redemptions) received by the Partnerships from BLMIS

were insufficient to fund disbursements of the Kickbacks to the Kickback Defendants. The
resulting cash deficiency was funded by certain capital contributions retained by the
Partnerships.
43.

Through the efforts of Sullivan and the other Defendants in this action, S&P

received approximately $50 million in investments, but only approximately $41.1 million was
even invested in BLMIS. Similarly, through the efforts of Sullivan and the other Defendants in
this action, approximately $27 million was invested in P&S, but only approximately $22.8
million was ever invested in BLMIS.
THE INVESTIGATION OF THE PARTNERSHIPS’ BOOKS AND RECORDS
44.

After BLMIS was revealed as a fraud, Sullivan refused to permit access to the

Partnerships’ books and records.
45.

After exhaustive efforts and requests by multiple general partners, Sullivan and

Jacob finally, in late 2011, produced portions of the books and records of the Partnerships that
they were unlawfully withholding.
13
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46.

A review of the records produced reflected that a significant amount of the

general partners’ money (much of which was never invested, in BLMIS or otherwise) was used
to pay kickbacks to the Kickback Defendants, as described in further detail above.
47.

Additionally, it was discovered that Sullivan inappropriately distributed, in

violation of the Partnership Agreements, millions of dollars of Partnership funds to assorted
general partners from the capital contributions of other general partners, instead of from the
Partnerships’ profits.
SULLIVAN’S RESIGNATION AND THE APPOINTMENT OF THE CONSERVATOR
48.

In August 2012, and by order of this Court, Sullivan resigned as Managing

General Partner of the Partnerships.
49.

Following Sullivan’s resignation, and due to a dispute regarding the proper

management of the Partnerships,4 on or about January 17, 2013, Philip J. Von Kahle was
appointed as Conservator of the Partnerships (the “Conservator”).
50.

Pursuant to the Order Appointing Conservator, dated January 17, 2013 (the

“Conservator Order”), the Conservator was provided with the authority to have and possess all
powers and rights to facilitate its management and preservation, maintenance and protection and
administration including, but not limited to, the following:
(a)

Winding down the affairs of the Partnerships and distribution of assets of

the Partnerships, including following up on the Interpleader Action filed with the Court to

4

Matthew Carone, et. al. v. Michael D. Sullivan, Case No. 12-24051 (07) (the “Conservator
Suit”); P&S Associates, General Partnership and S&P Associates, General Partnership,
Plaintiffs v. Alves, et al., Case No. 12-028324 (07) (the “Interpleader Action”).
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determine how the partnership funds are to be distributed, making all necessary and appropriate
applications to the Court in order to effect such wind-down and distributions;
(b)

Reviewing prosecuting, dismissing, initiating and/or investigating any and

all potential claims that may be brought or have been brought on behalf of the Partnerships.
(c)

Taking any action which could lawfully be taken by the managing general

partner of the Partnerships pursuant to the Partnership Agreements of the respective Partnerships.
51.

To date, the Conservator Order has not been rescinded, modified, and is otherwise

still effective.
52.

It was only after gaining access to the Partnerships’ books and records, that the

Conservator was able to uncover the improper activities alleged herein.
COUNT I (BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY)
AGAINST SULLIVAN
53.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52, as if

fully set forth herein.
54.

Sullivan, as Managing General Partner, owed a fiduciary duty of loyalty and care

to the Partnerships.
55.

As set forth more fully above, Sullivan breached his fiduciary duties of loyalty

and care to the Partnerships through his actions, including but not limited to:
(a)

Misappropriating assets of the Partnerships;

(b)

Failing to maintain appropriate books and records;

(c)

Failing to invest Partnership assets as required;

(d)

Failing to provide an accounting of the Partnerships;

(e)

Improperly disbursing Partnership assets;
15
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(f)

Allowing the Kickback Defendants to participate in the management of

the Partnerships;
(g)

Failing to provide the Partners with access to the books and records of the

Partnerships; and

56.

(h)

Paying the Kickbacks to the Kickback Defendants;

(i)

Paying himself in violation of the Partnership Agreements.

As a result of these breaches, Plaintiffs have suffered damages.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against Sullivan for damages, court
costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the Court deems just and proper.
COUNT II (AIDING AND ABETTING A BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY)
AGAINST THE KICKBACK DEFENDANTS5
57.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52, as if

fully set forth herein.
58.

Sullivan, as Managing General Partner, owed a fiduciary duty of loyalty and care

to the Partnerships.
59.

As set forth more fully above, Sullivan breached his fiduciary duties of loyalty

and care to the Partnerships through his actions, including but not limited to:
(a)

Misappropriating assets of the Partnerships;

(b)

Failing to maintain appropriate books and records;

(c)

Failing to invest Partnership assets as required;

5

For purposes of brevity, Defendants Avellino, Bienes, Jacob, Sullivan & Powell,
Solutions in Tax, Michael D. Sullivan & Associates, and Sullivan have collectively been referred
to as the “Kickback Defendants.”
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(d)

Failing to provide an accounting of the Partnerships;

(e)

Improperly disbursing Partnership assets;

(f)

Allowing the Kickback Defendants to participate in the management of

the Partnerships;
(g)

Failing to provide the Partners with access to the books and records of the

(h)

Paying the Kickbacks to the Kickback Defendants;

(i)

Investigating the suitability of investing in BLMIS before investing

Partnerships;

substantially all of the Partnerships’ assets with that entity.
60.

Because they were involved in the management and organization of the

Partnerships and/or had knowledge of the contents of the Partnership Agreements, the Kickback
Defendants had knowledge of Sullivan’s breaches of his fiduciary duties.
61.

Further, as the Kickback Defendants knew of at least one, if not all, of Sullivan’s

breaches, they encouraged and substantially aided those breaches by soliciting investors for the
Partnerships, receiving Kickbacks for doing so, and failing to report them to the Partnerships or
other Partners. The Kickback Defendants therefore aided and abetted Sullivan’s breaches.
62.

Had the Kickback Defendants reported such improprieties, the losses the

Partnerships incurred as a result of Sullivan’s conduct would have been minimized. Accordingly,
the Kickback Defendants caused the Partnerships to incur damages.
63.

As a result of these breaches and the assistance of the Kickback Defendants,

Plaintiffs have suffered damages.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against the Kickback Defendants,
for damages, court costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the Court deems just
and proper.
COUNT III (NEGLIGENCE)
(AGAINST STEVEN F. JACOB, CPA AND JACOB)
64.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52 as if

fully set forth herein.
65.

As established by the principles of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct and

other standards promulgated by the profession, a certified public accountant has basic obligations
of inquiry regardless of the professional services performed.
66.

Upon information and belief, Steven F. Jacob, CPA and Jacob acted as an

accountant and bookkeeper for the Partnerships. Upon information and belief, as an accountant,
Steven F. Jacob, CPA used information from the Partnerships even though it knew or should
have known that the information was incorrect, incomplete or inconsistent. Upon information
and belief, Steven F. Jacob provided services which included preparing and distributing the
Partnerships quarterly statements. Additionally, upon information and belief, as an accountant,
Steven F. Jacob, CPA failed to identify a number of red flags which, if identified, would have
prevented the loss of millions of dollars including but not limited to:
(a)

The payment of Kickbacks to the Kickback Defendants;

(b)

The payment of excessive commissions and referral fees;

(c)

“Charitable contributions” in the hundreds of thousands of dollars in

violation of the Partnership Agreements;
(d)

Payments to third parties for no apparent purpose; and
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(e)

Miscalculation and misstatements on tax returns and K-1s provided to

general partners.
67.

In connection with its representation of the Partnerships, under common law and

professional standards for accountants, Steven F. Jacob, CPA owed the Partnerships a duty of
care to provide professionally sound, correct and ethical services regarding the accounting
matters that Steven F. Jacob, CPA was engaged to provide or otherwise did provide.
68.

Steven F. Jacob, CPA breached and neglected its duty to the Partnerships by

ignoring the various breaches alleged above in connection with its provision of accounting
services.
69.

Steven F. Jacob, CPA also failed to independently or properly reconcile the

Partnerships’ books and records. Additionally, upon information and belief, Jacob destroyed
certain books and records of the Partnerships and affiliated entities.
70.

Had Jacob and Steven F. Jacob, CPA performed their responsibilities to the

Partnerships properly, or at a minimum reported the Kickbacks disbursed, Sullivan’s improper
conduct would have come to light.
71.

Accordingly, Steven F. Jacob, CPA’s the services of fell below the applicable

standard of care.
72.

Because the improprieties previously discussed were concealed by Steven F.

Jacob, CPA’s failure to comply with the applicable standards governing the practice of
accounting, Steven F. Jacob, CPA, caused the Partnerships to incur damages.
73.

As a result of Steven F. Jacobs, CPA and Jacob’s breaches the Partnerships

suffered damages.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against Steven F. Jacob, CPA and
Jacob individually for damages, court costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the
Court deems just and proper.
COUNT IV (UNJUST ENRICHMENT)
AGAINST THE KICKBACK DEFENDANTS
74.

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52 as if fully

set forth herein.
75.

Investing in the Partnerships constituted acquiring a business enterprise or a

business opportunity.
76.

A person who acts as a broker for purchasers of a business enterprise or

opportunity must have the necessary license to receive a commission or other form of
compensation.
77.

Fla. Statute §475.41 provides:

Contracts of unlicensed person for commissions invalid.— No contract for a
commission or compensation for any act or service enumerated in s. 475.01(3) is
valid unless the broker or sales associate has complied with this chapter in regard
to issuance and renewal of the license at the time the act or service was
performed.
78.

Fla. Statute §475.41 imposes a duty that individuals not act as a broker without

possessing the necessary license.
79.

The Kickback Defendants knowingly and voluntarily received the Kickbacks.

80.

None of the Kickback Defendants were entitled to receive the Kickbacks that they

received.
81.

By receiving the Kickbacks, and advising individuals and/or entities to invest in

the Partnerships without the necessary license, the Kickback Defendants received Partnership
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funds under circumstances such that it would be inequitable for the Kickback Defendants to
retain the benefit of the Kickbacks they each respectively received without paying the value of
the respective Kickbacks to Plaintiffs.
82.

All of the Kickback Defendants knowingly and voluntarily retained the Kickbacks

respectively conferred upon them.
83.

The Partnerships were in fact injured as a result of the Kickback Defendants’

above-mentioned conduct.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against the Kickback Defendants
for damages, court costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the Court deems just
and proper.
COUNT V
AVOIDANCE OF FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS PURSUANT
TO SECTION 726.105(1)(A) OF THE FLORIDA STATUTES
(AGAINST THE KICKBACK DEFENDANTS)
84.

Plaintiffs reallege the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 52 and

incorporate those allegations by reference as if set forth in full herein.
85.

A significant portion of the amounts that the Kickback Defendants received came

from the capital contributions of other partners in S&P and/or P&S, and not any profits of the
Partnerships.
86.

The partners of the Partnerships were creditors of the Partnerships at the time

when the transfers occurred.
87.

The Avellino Kickbacks, the Bienes Kickbacks, the Jacob Kickbacks, the Sullivan

Kickbacks, and the Sullivan & Associates Kickbacks (collectively, the “Fraudulent Transfers”)
constituted the transfer of an interest of the Partnerships in property.
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88.

By this action, the Plaintiffs are bringing claims that are owned by the

Partnerships, and on behalf of the Partnerships, against the Kickback Defendants.
89.

The Fraudulent Transfers were made with the actual intent to hinder, delay or

defraud a creditor of the Partnerships.
90.

The Partnerships had no profits and the Fraudulent Transfers were composed of

funds that originated from the capital contributions of general partners of one or both of the
Partnerships.
91.

The Fraudulent Transfers were made to the Kickback Defendants without S&P

and/or P&S receiving a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the Fraudulent Transfers.
92.

The Fraudulent Transfers were made in furtherance of Sullivan’s breach of

fiduciary duties and in furtherance of providing improper funds to the Kickback Defendants.
93.

The Avellino Transfers and the Bienes Transfers were transferred or paid to

Avellino and/or Bienes, as subsequent transferees, and those monies were diverted and
misappropriated by Sullivan in furtherance of his scheme.
94.

All of the money transferred to Avellino and Bienes, as a subsequent transferee,

as a result of the Avellino Transfers and Bienes Transfers, was improperly diverted assets of one
or more of the Partnerships.
95.

The Fraudulent Transfers were made from the funds of the Partnerships that were

taken as part of Sullivan’s scheme.
96.

The Partnerships were creditors of Sullivan at the time he made the Fraudulent

Transfers and creditors of Solutions in Tax as a result of its receipt of improperly transferred
funds, and have standing to avoid the Fraudulent Transfers.
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97.

Michael D. Sullivan & Assoc. transferred the Kickbacks to the Kickback

Defendants with the actual intent to hinder delay and defraud its creditors, which included the
Partnerships.
98.

The transfers to the Kickback Defendants may be avoided under Section

726.105(1)(a) of the Florida Statutes.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court enter a Judgment:
(a)

Declaring the transfers to the Kickback Defendants to have been fraudulent

transfers pursuant to Section 726.105(1)(a) of the Florida Statutes;
(b)

Avoiding the transfers to the Kickback Defendants as fraudulent transfers in

violation of Section 726.105(1)(a) of the Florida Statutes;
(c)

Requiring the Kickback Defendants to pay to Plaintiffs the transfers to the

Kickback Defendants; and
(d)

Granting such other and further relief as may be just and proper.
COUNT VI (UNJUST ENRICHMENT)
AGAINST THE KICKBACK DEFENDANTS

99.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52, as if

fully set forth herein.
100.

The Partnerships conferred a benefit on the Kickback Defendants by virtue of the

Avellino Kickbacks, the Bienes Kickbacks, the Jacob Kickbacks, the Sullivan Kickbacks, and
the Sullivan & Associates Kickbacks (collectively, the “Kickbacks”)

that the Kickback

Defendants received.
101.

All of the Kickback Defendants knowingly and voluntarily retained the Kickbacks

that they respectively received.
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102.

The

Kickback

Defendants

received

their

respective

Kickbacks

under

circumstances such that it would be inequitable for the Kickback Defendants to retain the benefit
of the Kickbacks they each respectively received without paying the value of the respective
Kickbacks to Plaintiffs because they advised individuals and/or entities to invest in the
Partnerships without the necessary license, the Kickback Defendants received Partnership funds
that they were not entitled to receive, the Kickback Defendants received the Kickbacks in
violation of the Partnership Agreements, and the Kickback Defendants’ receipt of the Kickbacks
facilitated Sullivan’s breach of fiduciary duty and Sullivan’s misappropriation of the
Partnerships’ assets.
103.

Accordingly, it would be inequitable and unjust for the Kickback Defendants to

retain the funds received.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against the Kickback Defendants
for damages, court costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the Court deems just
and proper.
COUNT VII (MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED)
AGAINST THE KICKBACK DEFENDANTS
104.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52, as if

fully set forth herein.
105.

As discussed in further detail above, the Partnerships conferred a benefit on the

Kickback Defendants by virtue of the Kickbacks that they received.
106.

Further, none of the Kickback Defendants were entitled to receive the

aforementioned payments, because they received them in violation of Florida’s securities laws
and in violation of the Partnership Agreements.
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107.

Additionally, because the Kickbacks that they received belonged to the

Partnerships, and originated from the capital contributions of the Partnerships’ general partners,
the Kickback Defendants were not entitled to the receipt of payment.
108.

Accordingly, it would be inequitable and unjust for the Kickback Defendants to

retain the funds received.
109.

Thus the Kickback Defendants have been unjustly enriched at the expense of the

Partnerships.
110.

In equity and good conscience, Plaintiffs are entitled to the return of those

amounts by which the Kickback Defendants were unjustly enriched, through disgorgement or
another appropriate remedy.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against the Kickback Defendants
in the amount that they were unjustly enriched, including pre- and post-judgment interest and
costs, and to grant any other relief the Court deems appropriate.
COUNT VIII (BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY)
(AGAINST DEFENDANTS AVELLINO AND BIENES)
111.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52, as

if fully set forth herein.
112.

Defendants Avellino and Bienes owed fiduciary duties to the Partnerships because

they served as investment advisors to the Partnerships and because the Partnerships, through
Sullivan, placed their trust in Avellino and Bienes and Avellino and Bienes reposed confidence
in the Partnerships, through Sullivan, through their relationship.
113.

Defendants Avellino and Bienes breached their fiduciary duties to the

Partnerships by receiving kickbacks from the Partnerships that were prohibited by the
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Partnership Agreement. Additionally, Avellino and Bienes breached their fiduciary duties by
recommending and advising that the Partnerships invest their funds with BLMIS even though
Avellino and Bienes knew or should have known that BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme at the time
that they made that recommendation. Because Avellino and Bienes failed to disclose material
information to the Partnerships in relation to BLMIS, they breached their fiduciary duties to the
Partnerships.
114.

Avellino’s and Bienes’ breach of their fiduciary duties caused the Partnerships to

incur damages in the amount of the Kickbacks received by Avellino and Bienes and in the
amount of money lost by the Partnerships as a result of the Partnerships’ investments in BLMIS.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand entry of judgment against Defendants Avellino and
Bienes for damages, court costs, interest, and such other and additional relief as the Court deems
just and proper.
COUNT IX (CIVIL CONSPIRACY)
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)
115.

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 114 above, as

if set forth herein.
116.

This is an action for conspiracy.

117.

Defendants have engaged in a pattern of tortious action – including but not

limited to breaches of fiduciary duties. They acted improperly with the intent to advance their
own interests to the detriment of Partnerships.
118.

The Defendants conspired to do an unlawful act, distribution of the Kickbacks

and advising that investors invest in the Partnerships without a reasonable basis for such advice.
119.

Payment of Kickbacks is prohibited under Florida law.
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120.

Defendants knew or should have known of the need to inform the general partners

or the Partnerships of the Kickbacks and misappropriation of the Partnerships’ assets.
121.

Defendants committed these tortious acts in concert with one another and

pursuant to a common design.
122.

Defendants knew that their conduct constituted a breach of duty and yet they gave

substantial assistance and encouragement to each other.
123.

Defendants gave substantial assistance to one another in accomplishing a tortious

result and their own conduct, separately considered constituted a breach of duty to the
Partnerships.
124.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct, Plaintiffs suffered

injury.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants jointly and severally,
for damages, as well as interest and costs and for such other and further relief the Court deems
just and proper.
COUNT X (FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION)
(AGAINST AVELLINO AND BIENES)
125.

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52 above, as

if set forth herein.
126.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, Defendants Avellino and Bienes advised

the Partnerships, through Sullivan, to invest their funds with BLMIS.
127.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, as part of advising the Partnerships to

invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes failed to disclose to the Partnerships that BLMIS was a
Ponzi scheme, which was material.
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128.

Upon information and belief, at the time that Avellino and Bienes advised the

Partnerships to invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes knew or should have known that
BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme, and they failed to disclose that information to the Partnerships.
129.

Avellino and Bienes intentionally omitted telling the Partnerships that BLMIS

was a Ponzi scheme in order to induce Sullivan’s and the Partnerships’ reliance such that the
Partnerships, through Sullivan, would invest the Partnerships’ funds with BLMIS and
unknowingly serve as front men for Bienes and Avellino in investing money with Madoff, to
allow Avellino and Bienes to operate as investment advisors in contravention of the SEC’s action
against them, and to allow Avellino and Bienes to place former investors of A&B with BLMIS.
130.

In reliance on and because of Defendant Avellino’s and Bienes’ material omission

that BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Madoff, the Partnerships invested their funds in
BLMIS, and S&P lost $10,131,036.00 that was invested with BLMIS and P&S lost
$2,406,624.65 that was invested with BLMIS as a result of BLMIS being a Ponzi scheme.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants Avellino and Bienes
jointly and severally, for damages, as well as interest and costs and for such other and further
relief the Court deems just and proper.
COUNT XI (FRAUDULENT INDUCEMENT)
(AGAINST AVELLINO AND BIENES)
131.

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52 above, as

if set forth herein.
132.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, Defendants Avellino and Bienes advised

the Partnerships, through Sullivan, to invest their funds with BLMIS.
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133.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, as part of advising the Partnerships to

invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes failed to disclose to the Partnerships that BLMIS was a
Ponzi scheme, which was material.
134.

Upon information and belief, at the time that Avellino and Bienes advised the

Partnerships to invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes knew or should have known that
BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme, and they failed to disclose that information to the Partnerships.
135.

Avellino and Bienes intentionally omitted telling the Partnerships that BLMIS

was a Ponzi scheme in order to induce Sullivan’s and the Partnerships’ reliance such that the
Partnerships, through Sullivan, would invest the Partnerships’ funds with BLMIS and
unknowingly serve as front men for Bienes and Avellino in investing money with Madoff, to
allow Avellino and Bienes to operate as investment advisors in contravention of the SEC’s action
against them, and to allow Avellino and Bienes to place former investors of A&B with BLMIS.
136.

In reliance on and because of Defendant Avellino’s and Bienes’ material omission

that BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Madoff, the Partnerships invested their funds in
BLMIS, and S&P lost $10,131,036.00 that was invested with BLMIS and P&S lost
$2,406,624.65 that was invested with BLMIS as a result of BLMIS being a Ponzi scheme.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants Avellino and Bienes
jointly and severally, for damages, as well as interest and costs and for such other and further
relief the Court deems just and proper.
COUNT XII (NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION)
(AGAINST AVELLINO AND BIENES)
137.

Plaintiffs adopt and reallege the allegations in paragraphs 1 through 52 above, as

if set forth herein.
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138.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, Defendants Avellino and Bienes advised

the Partnerships, through Sullivan, to invest their funds with BLMIS.
139.

Upon information and belief, in 1992, as part of advising the Partnerships to

invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes failed to disclose to the Partnerships that BLMIS was a
Ponzi scheme, which was material.
140.

Upon information and belief, at the time that Avellino and Bienes advised the

Partnerships to invest with BLMIS, Avellino and Bienes knew or should have known that
BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme, and they failed to disclose that information to the Partnerships.
141.

Avellino and Bienes intentionally omitted telling the Partnerships that BLMIS

was a Ponzi scheme in order to induce Sullivan’s and the Partnerships’ reliance such that the
Partnerships, through Sullivan, would invest the Partnerships’ funds with BLMIS and
unknowingly serve as front men for Bienes and Avellino in investing money with Madoff, to
allow Avellino and Bienes to operate as investment advisors in contravention of the SEC’s action
against them, and to allow Avellino and Bienes to place former investors of A&B with BLMIS.
142.

In reliance on and because of Defendant Avellino’s and Bienes’ material omission

that BLMIS was a Ponzi scheme orchestrated by Madoff, the Partnerships invested their funds in
BLMIS, and S&P lost $10,131,036.00 that was invested with BLMIS and P&S lost
$2,406,624.65 that was invested with BLMIS as a result of BLMIS being a Ponzi scheme.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants Avellino and Bienes
jointly and severally, for damages, as well as interest and costs and for such other and further
relief the Court deems just and proper.
PLAINTIFFS DEMAND A JURY ON ALL ISSUES SO TRIABLE.
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June 27, 2014

By: /s/ Leonard K. Samuels
Leonard K. Samuels
Florida Bar No. 501610
Etan Mark
Florida Bar No. 720852
Attorney for Plaintiffs
BERGER SINGERMAN LLP
350 East Las Olas Boulevard, Suite 1000
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Telephone: (954) 525-9900
Fax: (954) 523-2872
lsamuels@bergersingerman.com
emark@bergersingerman.com

and
By: /s/ Thomas M. Messana
Thomas M. Messana, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 991422
Brett D. Lieberman, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 69583
Thomas G. Zeichman, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 99239
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
MESSANA, P.A.
401 East Las Olas Boulevard, Suite 1400
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: (954) 712-7400
Facsimile: (954) 712-7401
Email: tmessana@messana-law.com
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